
I Wish I Could Tell You 

 I wish I could tell you, that I was there to watch the strength of men prevail. I wish I 

could tell you, that when it was put to the final test, an alliance of the last free people held out 

against evil, and freed themselves. I wish I could tell you that I stood side by side with my 

friends, men and women that I’d come to look upon as family, to vanquish an evil and bring 

hope to a new age. I wish I could tell you this, but I can’t. What I can tell you is that while man’s 

vigor wasn’t enough to stem the tide of evil, it never faltered, never ran screaming, and never 

shirked in the face of evil. I was there at the beginning of the end, and fate had it that I fought ‘til 

the days of glory were gone, and all that we could hope for was an escape. 

 The war had started suddenly enough. The fragile truce between the free peoples, and the 

orcs of the badlands was determined to be shattered when raiding parties had been spotted across 

the border, and murmurings of the first orcish army in a century had started up throughout the 

region. The straw that broke the roof had definitely been the burning of the town of Yorksville, 

which was quickly followed by Argon and the small village of Lescria. King Mason Galahad 

quickly scrounged up a volunteer army to deal with the situation, 10,000 strong of possibly the 

only people who even had an inkling of what might happen if it wasn’t stopped then. I was there 

to watch the carnage, our brave king, bold as the old tales led us forward. It never occurred to us 

that two more full armies of the goblins from the under kingdoms might be lying in wait. 

 I was one of the lucky few to escape that event, we quickly retreated to the nearest town 

on the border, determined to be dug in ‘til reinforcements might be found. Somehow the men 

rallied around me to be their captain, in light of recent events, how could I say no? That battle 

was only first of a twenty year long war, our vicious enemy had spent the last 100 years building 

their forces, while we lay completely blind to the now obvious danger which could’ve been 

spotted so easily. Was it our greed? Our refusal to believe that we could ever be overcome? 

Maybe it was the sheer fact that an alliance with both the dwarves and elves were supposed to 

make us impenetrable, invulnerable even. The folly of humans was always said to grow too large 

one day, when our sins as a collective species would eventually overcome us. Woe that these last 

dark days would be mine to witness. 

 In the midst of such a time, one would think that he’d live his life in immense fear, that 

each day would be his last. The fact of the matter is my heart shriveled up the day my family was 

destroyed. I led a group of men from my village, the last few who’d left with me in that first rout. 

Everything was gone, these orcs leave no one alive. No survivors, they had no desire to but to 

eradicate everyone and everything in the allied lands. I found her, and my daughter, hung from 

the support beam in my home, which was the last thing that stood in that whole two story home 

that I’d built myself. 

 Twenty years of battle and blood, of fire and fear, of glory and grotesque fields. I fought 

in more fights then I can count, seen more men and women die then I can comprehend, I’ve 



watched our lines pushed back time and time again. Watched as our brittle alliance was forced 

into a corner, it had all led up to this fight. We couldn’t fight on more than one front any longer, 

and sent everyone left to The Heart of the Sunrise, the last free base, located in the center of a 

large ravine, with its back to the coast. The perfect place for the final stand of the free peoples. 

One battalion made from Elven archers, Dwarven Sentinels, and human warriors.  Three hundred 

and fifty men and women sent to protect the several hundred innocent citizens, a last ditch plan 

to send several ships across the far oceans, loaded to the brim with supplies in an effort to 

hopefully find a new land, free of the corruption of the newly expanded badlands. 

  Our leader was none other than Orik Ironcleave, the last dwarven king, and somehow I’d 

been brought into the inner circle of soldiers. My place was on the wall, with my men, not here 

in a circle of pompous assholes, who’s main concern was who among them was going to be 

chose to take the last few spots on the boat. The meeting was dull, and of no concern to me, I 

remember several voices speaking up in anger as I left my seat, and stormed outside. A simple 

glance over my shoulder showed the king had silence the anger with a simple wave, I’d fought 

alongside him several times, and I had come to respect the man, who showed more sense than 

1000 other kings combined. The sky was dark, a great storm loomed on the horizon, and the men 

and women sat about in armor, a careful examination reveals that not a single face among them 

showed anything other than determination, backed by a simple yet prominent feeling of anxiety. 

It was the feeling that could only be shown before a great struggle, a fight of life or death. 

 They’d started showing up weeks beforehand, thousands at a time, a hundred armies of a 

hundred clans of goblins and orcs, their skin an oily black, and their armor a rough patchwork of 

bone and fur, their teeth too white to be human. The elves stood upon the outer and inner walls, 

several of the sentinels and warriors stood amongst their number, not because elven archers 

weren’t capable warriors, we just needed them to stay behind their bows. I was to stand on the 

west wall, and stay in command of the soldiers. It was a war that built heroes, heroes of the new 

age. Several had made themselves fight to the end, and far too many had suffered for it. 

Amongst our numbers stood many names, Orchid the Silent, an elven assassin, the only 

in their number without a bow. She’d proven herself in the battle of three cliffs, where’d she 

saved fifty innocent souls and wiped out four goblin squads, at the cost of her tounge, and a nasty 

scar on the left side of her face. The stonewall brothers, dwarven triplets who were the last 

through the doors in the last battle fought in the underground dwarven kingdoms. Gerard 

Galahad, son of the human king, vicious with a spear and shield, he’d given up the crown when a 

true king had shown his face, king Ironcleave, he was 22, and has been said to have killed over a 

thousand orcs alone, easily one of the youngest on the field. There was the Hood, a former pirate 

captain, who always wears a hood, to conceal his identity. There was Grimm the engineer, 

Percival Blueheart, and a mysterious young elf that everyone simply called the Whisperer, an 

archer that supposedly held the goblins and orcs armies from advancing into the forest of the 

sleeping giant for the last 3 years, but when the call went out, he dutifully came to the fort, 

though he swore allegiance to no one. 



So many others could be called upon, but I haven’t time to speak for them all, neither do I 

have any right to do so. I am only a man, one of no importance in the grand scheme of things, the 

only thing that makes me stand out amongst my peers in my mind, is possibly the mace strapped 

to my back, a thing of dwarven genius, the spokes sticking off of it spoke a story of blood and 

anger that I dare not repeat to its fullest. Two handed and heavy enough to crush an orcs head 

beneath its bite, I could almost feel its eagerness to continue what it was made for. Some in my 

company had come to call me the giant’s fist, though I couldn’t imagine why. 

The day seemed endless, and I couldn’t even begin to count how many days we’d been 

stationed here, the two sides sitting in a vicious stalemate that neither were in any hurry to break. 

It wouldn’t be long now, you could feel it in the air, and the goblin commander had arrived about 

a week back, a grotesque version of a man, The Weeping thing he was named, the very 

mastermind behind that very first rout. I could only pray that we met on the field once more, the 

first time he’d left me with a vicious scar across my now bald head with that demented scimitar 

like blade he carried on his person. He preferred to fight in the lines, alongside his men, not out 

of any kinship, but out of a bloodlust that distinguished him from other goblins in general, his 

particular brand of evil was something to be feared.  Tonight would be the night, that much was 

clear by the torches of green fire that were lit in the camps closest to us. 

 The rain came as they approached the walls this night, a single wall of endless 

proportions, we stood firm in the eyes of our enemies, the boats were not off yet, we needed to 

buy them as much time as possible. The elves bows were strung, and it was well known that 

there would be no form of communication, there hadn’t been in any of the battles previous. The 

one time we had tried, our commanding officer of the battle had been returned with his limbs in 

several rather small packages. 

 It seemed…different, this time. The people around me had the same look on their faces, 

as they had at any other time, but with the situation being what it was, you could tell that under 

all that determination, all that vigor and courage that shone bright in their faces, that none of 

them were at all ready to die. Prepared, yes, but not at all ready. Deep bellowing horns blared 

through the night, All in the fort tensed. I stood upon the Western wall, Mace in hand, the men 

and women around laced with steely savagery, and it was needed given the fight that faced us. I 

wish I could tell you that the battle raged for days. I wish I could tell you that each man and 

women killed over thousands of orcs a head, but I can’t. 

 They stopped before the wall, menacing, savage. We let them sit for less than a moment, 

before the order to release the volley was given, the first line was down, but that didn’t even 

seem to faze the rest. The world seemed to slow, as they rushed our walls, the ladders raised 

high. It couldn’t have taken more than a few minutes, yet it felt like hours would pass before that 

night would end. I snapped myself out of a stupor when the first of the ladders crashed down 

directly in front of me. Hearing the grunting of a male orc as it quickly scaled the crude deice, 

I’d decided that I wasn’t quite ready to face one head to head yet. I placed my foot against its top 



rung and pushed it off the wall, hearing several orcs squealing in fear as it tumbled to the ground, 

finished with a rather satisfying crunch. I look to my right, mace in hand, at Percival Blueheart, 

his longsword and shield created an immoveable wall for the archers that he’d placed himself in 

front, easily slaying 5 of the orcs that had managed to climb onto the wall. 

 My mace sung as I used the handle to deflect the wickedly sharp blade of the orc that had 

somehow snuck up behind me. I quickly bounced back on my left foot, and staved in its chest 

plate, as it struggled for breath, I took stock of just how tall these things truly were, possibly 6 

feet and counting, the orcs weren’t exactly difficult to spot. Yet at their full height they pushed 7 

feet. A height which man had yet to reach, even I stood a mere 6’ 2” tall, the direct opposite of 

the goblins, which barely stood at four and a half feet. I retched my shoulder, leaping away from 

the vicious swing of the two handed axe, almost cleaving me in half. Not one to be outdone, I 

quickly returned with vigor, as the Giant head of the mace caught the orc in the side, sending him 

over the side of the wall, and hurtling to his death. I felt a sharp piece of steel rap across my 

back, and spun in time to catch a gobbling which had snuck over the wall at some point. I 

grabbed him by the scruff of his neck, nasty furry little things, and smacked him against the wall; 

the mace quickly finished the job. 

My attention was dragged back to the pandemonium around me, as I realized with a 

certainty that we were quickly going to be over taken. A voice in the distance cried out the order 

that all on the wall had been waiting for, the retreat to the courtyard. As my compatriots filed 

down the stairs in an almost desperate panic, I stayed atop the wall, winding up back to back 

with Blueheart. We protected the staircase with a savagery unseen by the likes of goblins and 

orcs. His shield protected my lower quarters, and my mace tore through my enemies with a 

bloodlust. I brought the mace down atop an particularly unlucky goblins head, I watched without 

mercy, as it face caved beneath its weight. I heard a sickening cry, and turned my head to see 

what the Blueheart had done, and my look turned to horror, an orc had managed to get past his 

defense, and his blade dug deeply into the poor man’s neck, his face a twisted mask of pain, the 

look in his eyes never wavered though. That look of hope that made him so famous never left his 

eyes, even as he dragged a blade across that orcs neck, with a vengeance I’ve seen all too often. 

I quickly crushed the tow orcs that came rushing forward, my weapon singing as it did its 

deadly dance, and lifted the blue heart from the ground. He grabbed my hand in anguish, yet a 

smile resided on his face as his eyes grew dark. I had no choice but to leave him, grabbing his 

shield and sword in the process, and leapt from the wall, landing on the pile of orcs below me. I 

scrambled to my feet, to watch the carnage in process. The majority of our forces had built a wall 

in the courtyard, which was smaller than you’d might expect, and created the perfect dense 

before the barracks, which was the final stronghold, for on the opposite side lay the docks, and 

the ship with it. I fought my way through the crowds, somehow making it to the back of our 

forces, and handed Percival Blueheart’s weapon and shield to a page, his wife and child would 

know that he’d died for a grand cause, one too large to be selfish about. 



I spent no time rushing back into the fight, spinning my body in a circle, and wiping 

several goblins from existnence, I could feel the air around me scream by, as a group of elves, 

led by the whisperer release a volley of arrows into the ever darkening crowd. I heard the 

stonewall brothers and the hood fight a huge group of orcs by themselves at the forefront of the 

field. I even saw Orchid and the engineer eliminating target ways on the other side of the field, 

for just a moment, I felt an undeserved ray of hope enter my chest, and used the false strength to 

power my arm. A deep bellow came from behind the barracks, signaling the boats cast-off, our 

men fought ever so hard, yet it seemed the orcs were a little angrier then we had planned, to see 

their hard work slipping from their grasp. I’ve seen routs before, Hell, I’ve even been the center 

of them, expecting to get slaughtered like countless others, but I’ve never seen a vicious 

whirlwind of bloodlust run through a crowd like that. I watched as the orcs suddenly swarmed 

us, quickly swimming through our forces with ferocity of an angry bear. It was all we could do to 

push back into the barracks, and even then we had a hell of a time doing so. 

I watched the whisperer die painfully, with a pair of orcish hands wrapped around his 

neck. The engineer was shot with fifteen arrows, and fell like the mighty elvish warrior queen 

Arya swiftleaf. I believe I’d witness several goblins swarm one of the stonewall brothers, a man 

whose name I’d never gotten the pleasure to learn. Taking stock of the men who’d managed to 

lock themselves withing the barrack was disheartening to say the least, maybe fifty soldiers, 

mostly dwarves, with only three of the remaining heroes left to lead them. Gerard Galahad, One 

of the stonewall brothers, and Orchid the Silent. I took a step out of the back door, to watch the 

last boat to the foreign see drift away, and was thankful that at least some of our people were 

able to escape. 

Shouts started up in the barrack, a quick examination showed two soldiers screaming at 

each, which in a situation like this wasn’t all that uncommon. It would be an hour at least before 

they broke through that door, the majesty of dwarven engineering. I decided to skip the mighty 

speech, it was for those who had nothing to give themselves for, and I had a cause to die. My 

family is up in the sky-planes, waiting for me to join them. I sat and stared out at the water, 

memories flowing through my brain, every single event in my life had me to this moment, and 

eventually I ran out of memoires, and was content to watch the water sparkle in the morning sun. 

The rain had cleared a while ago, and the grey clouds had rolled away. It was an absolutely 

gorgeous morning, and there was the reddest sunrise I’d ever been granted the pleasure to see. 

I eventually started to hear crackings in the door, I left my helmet out on that dock, I 

would have no need of it now. I stood amongst the greatest warriors of our time, Orchid to my 

right, Stonewall and Galahad to my left, I watched as the door gave way, could almost see 

myself running into battles with reckless abandon, to my death. It didn’t feel as glorious as the 

tales, but it did feel right, as if I’d been given a good death, for something worth it. I wish I could 

tell you exactly what had happened, that somehow our scrappy little outfit had won the day. I 

wish I could tell you of the songs that would be sung on the ship, or the tears our friends our shed 

at the sight of our defeat. I wish I could tell you, but I can’t. 



What I can tell you is that I woke in a field of lush green grass, as long as the reeds in my 

hometown. I felt them between my fingers, and shed the smallest tear out of its simplicity. I 

looked to the sky, and felt the warmth of the sun on my face as I sat up. I checked my body, and 

felt every scar that I’d ever been inflicted with disappear at my touch. I watched as my armor 

vanish, and became a comfortable set of clothing, suitable for living at the coast. Felt the blood 

run from my body as it all washed away. I felt a tingling in the back of my brain, one so familiar 

and sweet that I wept like a child. I turned as saw my Wife, and my beloved child sitting in front 

of the tree in my long yard, smiling at me in happiness. 


